
Dangerous goods
Please do not carry dangerous goods in your cabin
and checked-in baggage or on your personX

✓ Medical and toilet articles and certain other specified
items in small quantities may be carried.

Cabin and checked-in baggage
Explosives: flare; fireworks;
ammunition & firearms;
bombs; etc.

X

Flammable gases: propane
butane gas; petroleum gas;
etc.

X

Flammable liquids: 
lighter fuel.

Flammable solids:
charcoal; phosphorus,
etc.

Oxidizing materials: bleach;
peroxide.

X

Toxic & lnfectius: poison;
infected blood; etc

X

Radioactive materials

Oxidizing materials: 
acid;etc.

X

Miscellaneous:
magnetic material; dry ice; electronic cigarrettes
(cabin baggage only); etc.

X

X

Caution: lithium batteries!
Checked-in Baggage

Forbiden spare: lithium batteries including
portable power banks.

PEDS Electronic devices:
PEDs placed in checked baggage have to be completely
switched off and effectively protected from accidental
activation or possible damages. To ensure the device is
never powered on during its transport, any applications,
alarms or pre-set configurations that may activate the
device have to be disabled or deactivated.

Wheelchairs
Wet battery
Non spillable
Spillable or Li

X Cabin ✓ Checked-in-baggage
X Cabin ✓ Checked-in-baggage

Ion litio battery
Remove battery & transport in cabin.

All Baggage
Forbiden:
Airwheel; Solo Wheel;
Hover board; Segway
& Mini-segway;
Balance wheel.

Smart bags are not accepted as cabin
or checked-baggage if the batterys are
not removed. 
The battery has to fly with
the passenger on board and removed
from the bag.

X

Cabin baggage
4 spare batteries if < or equal 100 Wh or 2gr (*)

2 spare batteries if > 100 Wh < or equal 160Wh (*)

>160Wh Forbidden (*)

(*) Maximum quantity per person.

✓

✓

X



Forbidden items

Any personal item must be stowed under your front seat.
The cabin baggage shall be place on the overhead
compartments. Remember that in case of lack of space
your cabin baggage will be removed and loaded on to the
aircraft hold.

Cabin baggage

Personal item

Cabin bag size:
56x45x25cm

Cabin bag

Please do not carry forbidden security items in your cabin baggage or on your person.

Fire arms and discharge device: 
Devices capable, or appearing capable, of
being used to cause serious injury by
discharging a projectile.

X

Stunning devices: 
Devices designed
specifically to stun or immobilise.

X

Objects with a sharp point or sharp
edge:
Objects with a sharp point or sharp edge
capable of being used to cause serious
injury.

X

Workmen's tools:
Tools capable of being used
either to cause serious injury or to
threaten the
safety of aircraft.

Blunt instruments:
Objects capable of being
used to cause serious injury when
used to hit.

X

Explosives and incendiary substances
and devices:
Substances and devices capable, or
appearing capable, of being used to cause
serious injury or to pose a threat to the
safety of aircraft.

X

Security notice

Is this your bag?

Did you pack it yourself?

Does your bag contain any items that you are carrying on behalf of someone else?

Could anyone put anything into it since you packed it?

Does it contain any electronic o electrical devices?


